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I.

COMPLETE CUMULANT EXPANSION OF κ

Here we evaluate different approximants from the escape rate formula – Eq. (5) in the main text – for the general
case of non-constant reflection coefficient R and non-zero exit region E. We write the main formula as
hReκτ ic = heln R eκτ ic = 1 + µc (E),

(1)

and the corresponding cumulant expansion is
ln hes ic =

∞
X

Cr (s)/r! = ln[1 + µc (E)],

(2)

r=1

where s = κτ + ln R. Up to second order in r, Eq. (2) yields
1
κhτ ic + hln Ric + σs2 = ln[1 + µc (E)].
2

(3)

Here σs2 represents the second cumulant of variable s. By definition
σs2 = h(κτ + ln R)2 ic − (κhτ ic + hln Ric )2 .

(4)

2
σs2 = κ2 (hτ 2 ic − hτ i2c ) + 2κ(hτ ln Ric − hτ ic hln Ric ) + h(ln R)2 ic − hln Ri2c ≡ κ2 στ2 + 2κα + σln
R,

(5)

Writing out the terms explicitly,

where the last line defines the second cumulants σln R , στ (≡ σc of the main text), and α (the latter being more a
cross correlation than a second cumulant). Altogether we obtain a quadratic equation
1 2 2
2
κ στ + κ(hτ ic + α) + hln Ric + σln
R /2 − ln[1 + µc (E)] = 0.
2

(6)

The first (r = 1) order approximant κ1 follows by neglecting σs2 in Eq. (3)
κ1 = −

hln Ric − ln[1 + µc (E)]
,
hτ ic

and κ2 is obtained directly from (6) as


q
2
2
2
κ2 = −(hτ ic + α) + (hτ ic + α) − 2στ [hln Ric + σln R /2 − ln(1 + µc (E))] /στ2 .

(7)

(8)

The solution with minus sign is not relevant since it does not recover (7) for vanishing second cumulants. The
approximants κ1 and κ2 in Eqs. (7) and (8) are the most general forms (non-constant R and non-empty E) of the
expressions for κ1 and κ2 in the main text.
A fast (in r) convergence of the series κr to κ is assured in two cases: small values of κ and small cumulants of the
variable s = κτ + ln R. Therefore, for large fluctuations of R in the phase space we expect, e.g., κ2 to be far from
κ. This situation is particularly important if regions with R = 1 and R ' 0 are present simultaneously in the phase
space (as in the Cardioid example with R∗  1 considered in the last part of the manuscript). This motivates us to
consider an alternative expansion.

2
II.

ALTERNATIVE CUMULANT EXPANSION OF κ

In a previous publication [1], we have considered an alternative convention for the return time τ . Instead of
attributing τ to the initial point ~x, as considered above and in the main text, in Ref. [1] we considered invertible
maps and attributed τ to the end point ~x0 between two intersections of the Poincaré surface of section ~x0 = f (~x). We
0
denote the return time τ (~x0 ) as τ 0 . With this convention, it is natural to move the eκτ term as e−κτ to the left hand
side of our generalized operator formalism, Eq. (3) of the main paper. In Ref. [1], using the same reasoning as in the
main text, instead of Eq. (1), we obtained the following implicit formula for invertible systems
0

he−κτ ic = hRic ,

(9)

in which case the exit region E corresponds simply to a region where R = 0 (in the previous convention this was
not the case because of the choice R = 1, τ = 0 for ~x ∈ E). Using the return time convention consistently, the two
descriptions are equivalent so that κ appearing in (1) and (9) are the same. However, the approximants from the
cumulant expansions typically do not coincide. Now, the relevant variable is s0 = −κτ 0 . We denote the approximants
obtained from (9) by κ0r and write similarly to (2)
0

ln hes ic =

∞
X

Cr (s0 )/r! = lnhRic .

(10)

κ2 2
σ 0 = lnhRic ,
2 τ

(11)

r=1

Up to second order in r we obtain
−κhτ 0 ic +

which is simpler than Eqs. (3) and (6) obtained in the previous convention. The first (r = 1) order approximant κ01
follows by neglecting στ20 as
κ01 = −

ln hRic
,
hτ 0 ic

(12)

and κ02 is obtained directly from (11) as
h
i
p
κ02 = hτ 0 ic − τc02 + 2στ20 lnhRic /στ20


2
κ0 σ
= κ01 1 + 21 hτ τ0 i0c + ... .

(13)

The last equation resembles Eq. (6) in the main text, but differs from it due to the minus sign and due to the different
return time convention.
The advantage of the approximants κ01,2 in Eqs. (12) and (13) over κ1,2 in Eqs. (7) and (8) is that the reflection
coefficient R is not part of variable s0 used in the cumulant expansion. Therefore, the dependence on R in Eqs. (12)
and (13) appears only in the term lnhRic and not in higher cumulants of ln R as in Eqs. (7) and (8). This difference
is expected to be crucial for cases with strongly non-uniform R. Indeed, while κ01,2 are in excellent agreement with all
numerical simulations in the Cardioid billiard (see Tab. I, main text), we observed that κ1,2 agreed very well with the
numerically determined value of κ when R∗ was close to unity, but not for the cases with small R∗ . Both κ01,2 and κ1,2
agree well for open cases when trajectories escape, which is achieved in Eq. (2) taking uniform R = 1 and including
an exit set E or, alternatively, in Eq. (10) taking R = 1 everywhere except in the interval corresponding to the exit
set E of the previous case, where R∗ = 0. Beyond their conceptual relevance, the approximants κ1,2 and κ01,2 are of
practical use whenever the c-density ρc (x) can be efficiently estimated independent of trajectory based simulations
(notice that ρc (x) is needed to compute the averages h...ic and all cumulants in all equations above).
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FIG. S1: Numerical computation of the flow Lyapunov exponent λ̄F = λ̄+ /τ̄ for the Cardioid billiard as in Tab. I of the
manuscript. At each time t, λ̄F was computed over trajectories that survive at least until time t + t∗ . For t  t∗ ≡ 1/κ (≈ 15
for the R∗ = 0 case) these trajectories at time t provide good approximations of the chaotic saddle’s measure. The reported
value and error bars were estimated as the mean and standard deviation over 14 different trajectories for R = 0 and 90, 000
for R = 1. For 0 < R∗ < 1 the estimations of λ̄F fall in between the R∗ = 0 and the R∗ = 1 curves. Altogether, these results
indicate that there is no significant variation of λ̄F with R∗ .
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FIG. S2: Conditionally invariant density ρc for the cardioid billiard with absorption. The reflectivity is R = 1 in the full
perimeter except for the marked region {s ∈ [0.4, 0.6], p ∈ [−1, 1]} for which R = R∗ < 1, see Figs. 1 and 3 in the main text.
(a) R∗ = 0; (b) R∗ = 0.01; (c) R∗ = 0.05; (d) R∗ = 0.25; (e) R∗ = 0.5; and (f) R∗ = 0.75. The sequence of plots of ρc for
increasing values of R∗ evidences a smooth dependence on R∗ > 0. At R∗ = 0.75, ρc tends to the uniform distribution ρc = 0.25
(as the phase-space area is 4) of the fully closed billiard, keeping nonetheless the same structure, albeit at vanishing amplitude
differences. This structure is essentially the unstable manifold of the system fully opened in the marked region (R*=0), i.e. of
the case when trajectories do escape.
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FIG. S3: Determination of order-q fractal dimensions Dq,c of the c-measure of the cardioid billiard for different values of the
reflection coefficient R∗ (see Tab. 1, main text, and Fig. S1). (a) R∗ = 0; (b) R∗ = 0.01; (c) R∗ = 0.05; (d) R∗ = 0.25; (e)
R∗ = 0.5; and (f) R∗ = 0.75.PThe estimates were computed directly from the definition, Dq,c = Sq / log2 (1/), where  is the
box edge length, Sq = log2 ( i Piq )/(1 − q), and Pi is the weight (c-measure) of the i-th box. The Pi were obtained from
approximations of the c-measure containing ∼ 109 points. The reference blue line corresponds to a Dq,c = 2 scaling and the
remaining lines fit linearly the Sq () obtained numerically (circles). Fitting is restricted to a range where boxes are still well
populated (up to ∼ 1000/box on average). The uncertainty of the fitting was estimated considering the fluctuations of the slope
of neighboring points and is of the order of the last reported digit in Tab. 1, main text.

